STUDENTS, TEACHERS AND
PARENTS KEEP CHAPLIN
LEGACY ALIVE
Donna Dufresne
As I look down below me, this is
what I see
Nestled in the valley, cradled by the
trees
A tiny school but mighty, a forest
and a stream
Where teachers and their students
reach for dreams
So begins the school song at
Chaplin Elementary School, which
was written from the perspective of
the school mascot, a soaring eagle.
The song was written in 2012 by
Donna Dufresne and students in the
TAG enrichment program. The song
was one of the many initiatives
developed as part of our PBIS
program. Back then Teachers and
staff were engaged in unifying
teachers, students and families in
an effort to cultivate a positive
school culture.
School culture was not the
only thing being cultivated at
Chaplin Elementary School. If you
soared like an eagle above the
school in March or April, you
would notice the beautiful building
and fine landscaping. You would
see children playing on the soccer
field and swing sets. You might be
tempted to land on one of the many
architectural cupolas that were so
stylish in 1993 when the school was
built. But most notably, you would
notice something rather unusual
for an elementary school – a 40-foot
long greenhouse, thriving with
green plants cultivated by students.

A LITTLE HISTORY
The CES Greenhouse was
built shortly after the school
opened thanks to the vision of
retired teacher, Ron Patrylak who
had been using a small portable
greenhouse to teach science. When
Principal Bob Rifenburg asked if
Patrylak was interested in using a
surplus greenhouse from DOT,
Patrylak jumped at the chance.
The school community
rallied around the cause. Parent
volunteers and businesses donated
time and materials to get the
greenhouse up and running. The
Garrisons donated gravel and dug
the trench to the pump for the
water line; Randy Godaire did all
the electrical work for free, and Jeff
Woodward (Woodward’s
Greenhouses), loaned his expertise
to help construct the greenhouse
and make it operational.
The longevity of the
greenhouse is proof that when
parents, teachers and
administrators rally around
positive initiatives it brings out the
best in everyone, especially the
children.

GROWING A LEGACY:
The CES Greenhouse
continues as an after school club.
Students plant and nurture our
heirloom tomatoes, peppers, herbs
and vegetables for the annual plant
sale. The club also grows food for
the school cafeteria in the Seed to
Table program. They grow a variety
of lettuce in gutters, and weekly
micro greens which are used in
salads and sandwiches.
Thanks to Chaplin C.R.E.W.,
the greenhouse received grant
money to help facilitate the seed to
table and nutrition programs this
year. We were able to build a rack
to hold the gutters for the lettuce,
and raised beds which will be built
for the kitchen gardens and a future
food pantry service project by the
student leadership group. We also
were able to bring “Ag in the
Classroom” to grades 1 – 3, and
have started a mobile book cart for

October, we replaced the worn
plastic covering on the greenhouse,
thanks to another grant from
C.R.E.W. Parents continue to help
out with the plant sale and the
gardens. We would like to
recognize the following parent
volunteers: Kellie Monroe, Diane
Muskett, and Carrie Tabor who
spent countless hours helping us
transplant, and organize the
greenhouse for the plant sale.

Parent volunteers help to replace
the plastic on the greenhouse in
November

books about agriculture,
environment, composting,
Greenhouse Club Members harvest
micro greens for the cafeteria every
week
Parents are still having a
positive influence. With the help of
parent volunteers, the greenhouse
has had a major facelift this year. In

BUILDING COMMUNITY
On May 12th, the Greenhouse
and student leadership clubs
sponsored an Open House.
Students presented mini
workshops about school
composting, the Seed to Table
Program and future kitchen
gardens. Ms. Baker ran a garden
craft station where visitors could
make catnip toys, lavender sachets,
and taste our Greenhouse
Vinaigrette. Mrs. Dufresne provided
live music from her children’s
album, Speaker for the Earth.

Students served delicious snacks
featuring some of the produce they
will grow in the kitchen gardens. It
was a wonderful community event,
celebrating student projects and
the legacy of the Chaplin
Elementary School Greenhouse –
the jewel in our crown.

Fifth Graders serve garden hors
devours at the Greenhouse Open
House.

